Structure, map position, and evolution of two newly diverged mouse Ig VH gene families.
We have characterized two novel mouse VH gene families, VH3609N and VHSM7. These VH families have recently diverged from previously defined VH families. The VH3609N family, which may contain only one member in most inbred strains of mice, shares sequence similarity with the VHJ606 family and is located to the 3' side of VHJ606. VHSM7, with at least three members, is related to the VHJ558 family but maps 3' of VHJ558. These findings suggest that physical displacement of VH sequences may facilitate their subsequent divergence. During the early stages of VH gene family evolution that are exemplified by these new families, amino acid replacements have been selected against in frame-work regions and selected for in complementarity-determining regions. This pattern of nucleotide substitution appears to reflect evolutionary pressures to maintain germ-line VH diversity and, possibly, to select for new antibody specificities, as well as to select against mutations resulting in aberrant Ig. The classification of VH sequences with borderline similarity to previously defined VH families is discussed.